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We present a cluster-based description of coherent binary or pseudobinary alloys and predict and

contrast bulk and epitaxial composition-temperature phase diagrams and excess thermodynamic
functions. This formalism addresses in a unified way phenomena characteristic of coherent epitaxi-
al solids, including the following: for phase-separating alloys (whose constituents are insoluble in

bulk below a miscibility-gap temperature), (i) epitaxial ordered phases not present in the bulk phase

diagram and (ii) a stabilization of the disordered phase to far lower temperatures; and for all alloys,
(iii) epitaxial changes of order-disorder transition temperatures and (iv) the pinning ( lattice latch-
ing") of the composition near where an epitaxial alloy is lattice matched to a given substrate. We
illustrate these efFects for Cu& Au, a typical "ordering" alloy (with stable ordered compounds in

bulk) and for GaAs Sbl „, a typical "phase-separating" alloy. Using a simple thermodynamic
description of the reactions describing molecular-beam epitaxy growth of a coherent epitaxial iso-
valent semiconductor alloy, we demonstrate that composition pinning persists even in this growth
method, and compare with available experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gradual refinements in experimental techniques now
permit epitaxial growth of materials coherent with the
substrate at temperatures low enough that phenomena
peculiar to epitaxy occur. These effects, reviewed by
Zunger and Wood, ' include the following.

(i) Epitaxial stabilization of isoualent intersemiconductor
ordered compounds not present in the bulk phase diagram.
These have been observed on lattice-matched (LM) or
-mismatched substrates, even when grown continuously
(i.e., not layer by layer) using molecular-beam epitaxy
(MBE), liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE), and metal organic
chemical-vapor deposition (MOCVD). The crystal struc-
tures observed are described in Refs. 7 and 8.

(ii) Epitaxial selection between two competing structures
for an ordered phase. Here the crystal structure which
grows epitaxially need not be the stable bulk structure,
e.g. , face-centered-cubic (not the stable bulk body-
centered-cubic) Fe on a Cu substrate, " a-Sn (rather
than P-Sn) on InSb (Ref. 12) or CdTe (Ref. 13) substrates,
and rocksalt (not zinc-blende) InSb on various sub-
strates. '

(iii) Epitaxy enhanced solid s-olubility Here constitu. -

ents insoluble in bulk below a minimum "miscibility tem-
perature" become soluble epitaxially —even on lattice-
matched substrates —at temperatures as much as 1200'C
lower, e.g., GaP-GaSb, ' GaAs-oaSb, ' ' BaF2-CaF2, '

or PbS-CdS.
(iv) Pinning of the epitaxial alloy composition near the

value lattice matched to the substrate, ' ' ' while the
composition of a bulk (incoherent) alloy grown under
identical conditions varies widely. This phenomenon
("lattice latching" ) has been observed in a variety of
systems on diverse substrates of various orientations in

liquid-phage epitaxy growth. 2i —2s The same effect ap-

pears in another guise in MBE growth.
(v) Other epitaxial changes have been predicted

theoretically, including shifts in order-disorder transition
temperatures' and changes of bond lengths in semicon-
ductor alloys "with respect to the corresponding bulk
values.

We wi11 demonstrate that an approach which focuses
on the elastic strain energy due to the epitaxial constraint
satisfactorily explains these phenomena. To the extent
that such a description in terms of three-dimensional
equilibrium thermodynamics fails quantitatively in cer-
tain instances, kinetic and two-dimensional growth
effects ' or explicit surface effects (e.g. , surface
steps ' ) may be potentially important.

We begin with an elastic continuum description of a
pure ordered compound and describe the phenomenon of
epitaxial stabilization in Sec. II. In Sec. III we show how
a pure disordered or ordered phase subject to the external
constraints of bulk or epitaxial growth may be described
theoretically as a mixture of clusters, and discuss the ex-
pected qualitative effects of epitaxy. In Sec. IV we give
details of our computational approach for two generically
typical alloy systems, Cu, „Au (an "ordering" alloy,
i.e., with stable ordered compounds in bulk), and
GaAs Sb, , (a "phase-separating" alloy, without stable
ordered bulk compounds). In Sec. V we contrast bulk
and epitaxial temperature-composition phase diagrams
and give quantitative results for thermodynamic func-
tions and microscopic cluster-related properties for these
two alloys. Section VI describes composition pinning
during the growth of epitaxial alloys and Sec. VII gives a
thermodynamic description of molecular-beam epitaxial
growth of coherent pseudobinary semiconductor alloys,
where we demonstrate that composition pinning should
exist even for this growth method and compare with ex-
periment. Brief accounts of some of this work have been
published.
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II. CONTINUUM ELASTICITY PICTURE
OF COHERENT EPITAXIAL ENERGETICS

A. Elastic description of bulk or coherent
epitaxial compounds
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We begin with a brief summary of a continuum elasti-
city description of the strain energy of a given material
under bulk and epitaxial conditions. To illustrate the
principal effects we consider cubic systems and retain
only harmonic terms in the energy.

Consider a face-centered-cubic (fcc) crystalline materi-
al (e.g., a zinc-blende III-V or II-VI compound) in a free-
standing bulk (bk) form. Its total energy Ebk (per fcc
site), as a function of its cubic lattice parameter a, can be
expanded about the equilibrium zero-pressure value azq
as

Eb„(a ) =E, + 9Ba, (a——a, ) + (2.1)

where E,„ is the equilibrium total energy and
B=(C»+2C,2)/3 is the bulk modulus. Now consider
the same cubic material grown as a thin [see Eq. (2.5)] ep-
itaxial film on a substrate with lattice parameter a, . Pro-
vided the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the
film is accommodated elastically, the film is coherently
strained and the lattice parameters of a unit cell parallel
(ll) to the substrate are determined by a„while the cell
dimension c normal to the substrate is free to relax. The
elastic energy density U for a cubic material depends on
the Cartesian strain tensor components l e„„e,E„,
6 y, 6,6y ] and the cubic elastic constants C», C,2, and
C44. For each substrate orientation U is a quadratic form
in the strains e~~ and e~ parallel and perpendicular to the
substrate. The equilibrium perpendicular dimension c,„
is determined by setting d U/d ei =0 for fixed e~~,

' when c,q
is substituted into U one finds, in analogy with Eq. (2.1), a
total energy per fcc site of the coherently strained epitaxi-
al film

E,~(a„c ) =E,q+ ,'qBa, q(a, —a,q—)

+—,
' Aa, [c—c, (a, )] + (2.2)

For the principal substrate orientations G = [001],
@=[110],and e= [111]the parameter q, the perpendicu-
lar elastic modulus A, and the equilibrium perpendicular
dimension c, (a, ) are related by

q(G) =1 B /A (G), —

c,„(a,)=a, —[3B/A(G) —1](a,—a, ) .

We find 5'

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

A (G =[111])=B+4C44/3,
A (G = [110])= C44+ (C„+C, ~ )/2,
A(G=[001])=C„.

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

(2.4c)

According to Eq. (2.3) a coherent epitaxial film elongates
perpendicular to the substrate for a, (a,q

and shrinks for
a, & a,q, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). For isotro-
pic solids, defined by the relation C«=(C» —C,2)/2,
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FIG. 1. Schematic dependence of strain energy of bulk and
thin epitaxial material on lattice parameter a and substrate lat-
tice parameter a„respectively, (b). (a) shows tetragonal c/a,
ratio for epitaxial film; (c) shows schematic dependence of epit-
axial strain energy on Alm thickness for fixed a, .

where

3 =Cii for all three orientations. If c is unconstrained,
it adopts the equilibrium value c,q(a, ) and the last term
in Eq. (2.2) is absent, while under hydrostatic conditions
(a, ~c=a) we recover the bulk energy expression Eq.
(2.1) for all three orientations. The "equation of state"
E,~(a, ) of a relaxed epitaxial film is exactly analogous to
the bulk equation of state Eb„(a ) except for the substitu-
tions (i) a~a„and (ii) B~qB. However, the epitaxial
analog of negative pressure is readily achieved by
the choice a, & a, . A hydrostatically compressed bulk
crystal is constrained to have c =a =a„so that
E,~(a, ) & Ebk (a =a, ) and q & 1. This is illustrated in Fig.
1(b), where the dashed line E, is below the solid line Ebk
for a, Xa, . Thus the factor q refiects strain reduction
under epitaxial (relative to hydrostatic) conditions be-
cause of the ability to perpendicularly distort. Using tab-
ulated elastic constants we find, e.g., q[100], q[110],
and q [111]values of 0.21, 0.35, and 0.39 for CdTe; 0.36,
0.48, and 0.51 for GaSb; and 0.37, 0.48, and 0.51, respec-
tively, for GaAs. Since for most cubic metals and semi-
conductors C44 is larger than the isotropic value

(Cii —
Ciz )/2, q [111]is the largest in this sequence. For

very ionic materials (e.g., CsC1) q[100] is largest and

q [111j smallest.
For a finite misfit f—:(a, —a,q )/a, the epitaxial film is

strained, i.e., E,~(a, &a,q) &E,q. For thin enough films

the energy is minimized if the film is coherently strained,
i.e., its atoms are in registry with those of the substrate.
When the film thickness h exceeds a critical thickness
h, (Appendix), the strain energy of the film is minimized
and reduced toward E,q [shown schematically in Fig.
1(c)] by the nucleation of misfit dislocations. For h & h,
strain is shared between dislocations and elastic strain
due to partial coherence with the substrate, until for
h »h, all coherence is lost. Within the approximations
described in the Appendix, the epitaxial energy of Eq.
(2.2) for c =c,q, valid for h & h„ is modified for all h to

. E, (a„h)=E, + ', qBa, (a, —a, ) S(h—), (2.5)
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1 for h&h,
S(h)= '

y(2 —g) for h ~ h„ (2.6)

B. Qualitative eÃects of epitaxy
on phase stability and coexistence

To illustrate how the epitaxial constraint can selective-
ly stabilize certain structures, consider the schematic
solid-state reaction between solids a and f3 to produce an
ordered or disordered phase a,P,

xa+ (1 —x )/3+~a, P, (2.7)

where y(h)=(h, /h )[1+in(h/b)]/[1+in(h, /b)] is the
fraction of the misfit accommodated elastically, and b is
the Burgers vector of the relevant misfit dislocation.
Thus the total epitaxial strain energy of the partially
coherent epitaxial film decays to zero with a characteris-
tic 1/h dependence for large h, as shown schematically in
Figs. 1(c) and 2. In practice, activation barriers against
nucleation of such dislocations in semiconductors permit
coherent growth considerably beyond the equilibrium
value of h, .

a, =a,q[a„13t „]. Since EEs(a„P& )=0 in this case,
bEEs(a, ) ~ 0 and 5H,~(a, ) ~ EHbk. If bulk and epitaxial
entropies are similar (as we demonstrate below), the cor-
responding change in free energy I also obeys
5F,~(a, ) (AI'bk, so that the reaction proceeds more com-
pletely epitaxially than in bulk. The two generic cases
are 5H

p
& 0 and 5H, p

)a.

I. 5H,q &0

If bHb& )0 (common if n and P are isovalent semicon-
ductors ) but bEEs bHbk one may promote a reac-40

tion epitaxially even ifit does not occur in bulk. Case (i) is
shown schematically in Fig. 2(a), whose left-hand side
shows energies of bulk and thin epitaxial films. Effect (i)
of the Introduction is a manifestation of epitaxial stabili-
zation of an ordered compound with respect to decompo-
sition into its coherent constituents. Such an eA'ect was
predicted "for a rhombohedral SiGe compound on a Si
substrate, for ' chalcopyrite Ga2AsSb, ZnHg Te2,
GaInP2, and ZnCdTez, and for CuAu-I-like GaInP2, all
on lattice-matched substrates. Epitaxial stabilization of
unusual structures [effect (ii) in the Introduction] may

If the reaction takes place incoherently in bulk with no
applied pressure, all three species a, 13, and a„P, „are
ree to adopt their equilibrium lattice dimensions a, [a],

a, [P], and a, [a P& ], respectively (neglecting bulk
coherency strain, discussed in Sec. VID). The bulk for-
mation enthalpy is defined as the change in zero-pressure
enthalpy in this reaction:

[8] —BEE &AHbk ~0; nP is lattice matched

Thin
epi.

b H k(x ) =E, [a P) ]XE.,[n—]—(1 x)E.,[P] .—

(2.8)

If, however, the reaction takes place epitaxially and all
species are coherent with the substrate, the relevant
change in enthalpy [from Eq. (2.2)] is the epitaxial forma-
tion enthalpy

5H,„(a„x)=bH„„(x)+EEEs(a„x), (2.9)

and the epitaxial strain energy (per fcc site) for species A,

is [Eq. (2.2)]

i.e., referred to epitaxially constrained constituents. (We
will consistently label energies measured with respect to
epitaxially strained constituents with a 5 and energies re-
ferred to constituents at their respective equilibria with a
b, .) In Eq. (2.9) the excess epitaxial strain (ES) energy is

~EEs( x ) EEs a Pl — ) xEEs( ) ( x

(2.10)
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EEs(A ) =I'm(a, —a, [A, ] ) (2.1 1) 0.0—

where Kz =
—,'q&B&a, [A,].

The epitaxial stabilization e6'ects we will discuss have
their origins in the excess epitaxial strain energy
AEEs(a, ). Its dependence on a, and q(Cx) can be used to
manipulate the relative stabilities of bulk and epi-
taxial systems. Choose, for example, a substrate
lattice matched to a given reaction product, e.g. ,

o Film thickness (units of h)

FIG. 2. Relative energies of unstable bulk alloy a„p,
(denoted aP) and constituents a+P in bulk and epitaxially on
substrate lattice matched to ap for case where ap is epitaxially
stabilized, (a), or remains epitaxially unstable, {b). Right-hand
sides indicate energy change with loss of coherence as film
thickness increases.
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be understood as selection of the structure with the small-
est 5H, for a given a„as for CdTe in the rocksalt
structure and zinc-blende MgS on substrates lattice
matched to the novel (not the bulk equilibrium) phase.

The right side of Fig. 2(a) schematically shows the
thickness dependence of the energies of such an epitaxial-
ly stable phase aP and its constituents a+P with disloca-
tions included. Since a13 is lattice matched to the sub-
strate, its energy is constant for all film thicknesses h; by
contrast, a+It is strained and its energy decreases toward
the unstrained value as h increases. Below the thickness
H, [shaded area in Fig. 2(a)] aP has been epitaxially sta-
bilized. However, as discussed by Froyen et aI. , once
the thickness exceeds H, even lattice-matched aP be-
comes unstable towards disproportionation into lower en-

ergy constituents (with dislocations). Equation (2.5) may
be applied to each epitaxially strained species to deter-
mine H„where epitaxial stabilization ceases. For exam-
ple, consider the case E,q [@]& E,q [a] but, on a substrate
lattice matched to species P, E &[a]&Ee&[P]=Eeq[P].
Species P has been epitaxially stabilized with respect to a
provided h (H, ; the condition E q[ef3] =E &[ea(H )]
defines the H, where such epitaxial stabilization ceases
and phase a resumes being the more stable. This exam-
ple also illustrates the differences between the cri-
tical thicknesses h, and H, : note that (Appendix)
h, ~a, [a]/~b. a~ while for large h, H, ~q B a,q[a]
X ~ha ~/(E, „[P]—E,q[a]), where ha =a,q[P] —a,q[a].

a,q [a P, „]=xa, [ct]+( 1 —x )a, [P], (2.12)

giving for a, =a, [u P, „]from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11)

AE E(sxa, )= —(ba) x(1—x)[(l—x)K +xf ts] . (2.13)

2. 5Hp&0

If AHbk )0 is so large that bHbk+AEEs remains posi-
tive, the new critical thickness H, does not occur, al-
though 0&5H, (b,Hbk [Fig. 2(b)]. This is likely to be
the case ' for lattice-matched ABC& epitaxial inter-
semiconductor ordered compounds in the CuPt structure,
and for disordered A, B C semiconductor alloys. For
such disordered alloys, as discussed in Sec. V A below, a
reduction of the enthalpy will correspond to a reduction
of the miscibility-gap temperature [eff'ect (iii) of the Intro-
duction].

In either case 1 or 2, the example above shows that the
origin of epitaxial stabilization is not the substrate-
induced strain in the a P, film (since we assumed
the substrate was lattice matched to the alloy), but the
epitaxial destabilization of the constituents [since
EEs(a)+EEs(P) & 0]. The remarkable epitaxial e6'ects
noted in the Introduction are most often seen, in fact, for
such lattice-matched substrates. Thus such effects must
be driven by the size mismatch ha between the constitu-
ents u and /3 (intrinsic or "microscopic" strain), not by
the strain between the ct„P& „ film and the substrate (ap-
plied or "macroscopic" strain). This becomes obvious
when one assumes, for simplicity, Vegard's rule

Thus only if the constituents are lattice mismatched
(b,a%0) can epitaxy alter 5H, relative to b,Hbz.

C. Previous interpretation of epitaxial effects

It has long been recognized that epitaxy-induced strain
may modify the bulk-phase diagram of an alloy. Most
work ' ' ' has attempted to account for the epitax-
ial strain energy by adding to the bulk free energy an ex-
pression due to Jesser and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, "

EEs= V I (a, —a,q) /a, q, (2.14)

for an epitaxial film of molar volume V . The elastic
modulus I" is variously written as 0, 26(1+v)/(1 —v),
or Y/(1 —v), where v is the Poisson ratio (Appendix), Y
is the Young's modulus, and Eq. (2.14) is applied to an al-
loy by taking the elastic moduli to depend on composi-
tion in some phenomenological way. Noting that for an
fcc alloy V is Avogadro's number N„ times the volume
per fcc site a,q/4, Eq. (2.14) is identical per fcc site to Eq.
(2.2) with I"= ', qB. —

It was frequently observed that ternary and quater-
nary alloys could be routinely grown at temperatures
where bulk thermodynamic calculations predicted they
would spinodally decompose. Quillec et al. demon-
strated convincingly that such stabilization for
In„Ga, „As P, was due to epitaxial strain by growing
on a substrate so mismatched that coherent growth was
impossible, and showing that below the bulk miscibility
gap the alloy did indeed phase separate. Stringfellow, "
following earlier work by Cahn, examined stability of
bulk alloys in the presence of "coherency strain" (Sec.
VID) associated with the rise in strain energy upon
decomposition of an alloy whose lattice parameter de-
pends on composition. Using a term identical to Eq.
(2.14) he predicted very large depressions of miscibility-
gap temperatures for semiconductor alloys with large Aa;
similar analyses have been given by Quillec et al. and
Ishikawa and Ito.

Recent theoretical work clarifies how ordered corn-
pounds may be epitaxially stabilized, ' ' ' ' the thermo-
dynamics of and phase equilibrium among stressed
solids, ' ' and the nature of the structural phase tran-
sitions possible. Coherent epitaxial effects on liquid-
phase epitaxy have been examined by Larche and
Cahn and by Kuznetsov et al. Other recent theoreti-
cal work treats inhomogeneous epitaxial film relaxa-
tion; ' Bruinsma and Zangwill have used a phenome-
nological description to understand and classify modes of
epitaxial growth based on wetting "and have examined
stabilization of metastable phases in epitaxial
overlayers. ' ' Gilmer and Grabow have used molecu-
lar dynamics and model potentials to understand such
growth modes.

The complete response of an alloy to the epitaxial con-
straint is most conveniently displayed as a composition-
temperature (x, T) phase diagram. We turn next to a
description of a methodology which can describe a bulk
or epitaxial alloy in. any state of order.
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III. CLUSTER DESCRIPTION OF BULK
AND EPITAXIAL ALLOYS

A. Limitations of a continuum description

TABLE I. Bulk formation enthalpy AH {kcal/fcc-sitemol),
0

equilibrium lattice parameter a,q {A), and cubic elastic con-

stants {CxPa) for Cu4 „Au„ordered compounds. These are used

with an alloy-induced cluster relaxation parameter
K =0.20772; see Refs. 60{c) and 67. Values for n =0,4 from

fcc structures, for n = 1,3 from Cu3Au structure, for n =2 from
CuAu-I structure.

Cu
Cu3Au
CuAu-I
CuAu3
Au

0.0
—1.556
—2.100
—1.373

0.0

3.6148
3.7426
3.8659
3.9820
4.0784

169.9
176.7
188.3
194.0
190.0

Ciz

122.6
133.7
150.3
158.0
161.0

A variety of phenomena may occur in phase diagrams
of binary alloys, including ordered or disordered single
phases, regions of two-phase coexistence, and triple
points. Because of the absence of microscopic
configurational degrees of freedom (2 different arrange-
ments of A and 8 atoms among N lattice sites) in phe-
nomenological alloy treatments, they fail (1) in describing
properties of ordered phases, and (2) in describing coex-
istence between phases.

First, a continuum description inevitably fails at tem-
peratures low enough that ordering occurs. Ordered
compounds directly manifest the microscopic nature of
the structural units of the aHoy, since ordered crystals
may be described by a periodically repeated local atomic
arrangement ("cluster" ) or unit cell. Microscopic
configurations of A and 8 atoms —even if they share the
same elastic properties —may be chemically very difFerent

and hence have different values of E,q
in Eq. (2.1}. The

two alloy systems Cu& Au„and GaAs„Sb& „discussed
extensively below share a similar lattice mismatch be-
tween the constituents ( -0.46 and 0.43 A for Cu-Au and
GaAs-GaSb, respectively) and are elastically qualitatively
similar (see Tables I and II below). They are nonetheless
strikingly different: the former exhibits stable ordered
compounds in bulk, while the latter does not. These
chemical effects contribute significantly to the alloy ex-
cess energy [included in E,q

of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2}] and

entropy and are beyond the scope of a continuum treat-
ment.

Second, an elastic continuum description using, e.g.,
Eq. (2.14) cannot treat phase coexistence because it can-
not readily distinguish between the energies of two
different phases of the same composition at the same tern-

perature. Configurational degrees of freedom constitute
additional channels for achieving thermodynamic equilib-

rium and affect phase boundaries, e.g., order-disorder
transition temperatures. For example, the disordering re-
action of an ordered AB compound AB~AO&80& may
be achieved by a variety of local environments all con-
sistent with a macroscopic alloy composition x =0.5,

e.g. , 100% A 282 clusters, or equal proportions of
( A 38 + AB3 ) or ( A+84 ). Continuum descriptions fail
to acknowledge the central role of temperature in con-
trolling cluster populations even though, since these clus-
ters have different properties, the macroscopic alloy ener-

gy depends very much on their relative proportions.
To the extent that re1evant cluster-cluster interactions

are efFectively weak (or that long-range inter-
actions simply renormalize shorter-range intracluster
interactions ~'), even the nearest-neighbor A 4 „8„
(n =0—4) clusters present in an fcc A, „B„alloy can be
used as the structural units to describe the corresponding
ordered compound A 4 „8„.It is natural, therefore, to
describe a disordered alloy as a mixture of such clusters,
whose proportions depend on the alloy composition x
and temperature T and are determined so as to minimize
the alloy free energy for (x, T). Such an approach per-
mits calculation of the energy and entropy for all of the
possible states of order spanned by the clusters. Using
para11e1 tangent constructions, regions of phase coex-
istence may be determined and hence the entire (x, T)
phase diagram may be computed. The details of such an

approach are deferred to Sec. IV.

B. Application of alloy constraints to clusters

bE(cJ, P)=N g F (o )J (Q), (3.1)

where F (o ) is the lattice-average correlation function
for figure m in configuration cr. This is the first of two
key approximations: (1) we will include only figures of a
finite maximum size M, assuming the series to be rapidly
convergent. In the cluster variation method we make the
second key approximation, (2) retaining statistical corre-
lations only up to figures of size M'. Below we will take
M =M' and work in the nearest-neighbor approximation,
with the figures for a binary alloy corresponding to the

The constraints of bulk or coherent epitaxial growth of
a pure ordered compound are well understood (Sec. II A),
and we describe next how these constraints may be ap-
plied correctly to the constituent clusters making up an

arbitrary alloy phase. Consider o" the 2 possible
configurations of A and 8 atoms on a lattice of X points.
We may characterize each configuration o by its excess
energy bE(o, g), referred to an equivalent number of A

and 8 atoms in their respective pure equilibrium environ-
ments. Here P is the physically relevant structural pa-
rameter, e.g., the lattice parameter a for a bulk alloy, and
for an epitaxial alloy on a fixed substrate, the perpendicu-
lar dimension c [Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)]. An alloy of fixed

composition x at temperature T can occur as various

phases y, e.g. , an ordered structure or a disordered

phase, each characterized by an ensemble average

( bE(a', P) )
&

over the configurations o occurring in

phase y. Rather than evaluate the 2 values of b,E(o,g), .

one may expand each configuration in terms of elementa-

ry figures m (sites, pairs, triangles, tetrahedra, . . . ) each
with associated interaction energies J (P) (including up

to m-body interactions) within figure m,
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0

TABLE II. Bulk formation enthalpy AH (kcal/fcc-sitemol), equilibrium lattice parameter a,q (A),
and cubic elastic constants (GPa) for Ga4As4 „Sb„ordered compounds. Values for n =0,4 from zinc-

blende structure, for n =1,3 from luzonite structure, and for n =2 from CuAu-I-like structure: I and

II indicate, respectively, VFF and LAPW results described in text.

GaSb
Ga&AsSb3
Ga&AsSb
G a4.As3Sb
GaAs

0.0
0.619
0.870
0.681
0.0

0.0
1.01
1.33
1.15
0.0

Cl eq

6.1068
5.9891
5.8786
5.7759
5.6816

82.147
89.138
96.373

103.789
111.177

37.377
41.381
45.864
50.855
56.311

five A4 „B„tetrahedra with n =0—4. Longer-range in-
teractions are treated in Ref. 60(a).

To calculate the interaction energies J (P) we note
that although v7 (o ) for an arbitrary configuration cr is
unknown, for simple states of order, e.g., periodic crys-
tals o.=n whose repeat units are the figures of size M, the

are simple geometrical constants. ' ' Thus the excess
energy of such a periodic structure (e.g. , A~ „B„crys-
tals) is

is spanned by constituent clusters whose energies are tak-
en from ordered compounds, ' ' each subject to the same
constraint. For a bulk alloy, it is that the lattice parame-
ter a be the equilibrium value for the alloy. We will
characterize each constrained ordered compound n by its
excess energy function bE'"'(a) [EE(n,g) of Eq. (3.2)]; at
its own equilibrium lattice parameter a,'"' (denoted a„
below) its energy b,E'"' coincides with its formation
enthalpy AH'"' at zero pressure. For an A, „B alloy in
bulk (bk) form at zero pressure Eq. (3.6) gives

b E(n, g)=N g F (n)J (P) .
m=1

(3.2)
bHbk(x, T)=g P„(x,T)bEbk'[a, (x, T)], (3.7)

If the M equations of state I b,E(n, g) } for the M linearly
independent ordered structures are known, we can evalu-
ate the M functions

J (P)=—g [vr (n)] 'bE(n, g) .
n=1

Substituting into Eq. (3.1), we find

AE(o, P) =g g„(cr )AE(n, P),

(3.3)

(3.4)

where

g„(a)= g E (o)[~ (n)] (3.5)

and g'„(cr ) is now the occurrence frequency of figure n in
configuration o.. %'ith these approximations the relevant
configurational average P„(y,x, T)= ( g„(o ) ) z can be
calculated simply. " Thus this analysis demonstrates
that the ensemble average of the alloy energy may be in-
terpreted as a statistical average over the energies of or-
dered structures n; for phase y,

EE~(x, T)=(bE(o, g))~= g P„(y,x, T. )AE(n, g) .
n=1

C. Macroscopic alloy properties

The formalism in the previous section permits us to use
a representation in which an alloy (ordered or disordered)

(3.6)

The equilibrium energy for phase y is found by seeking
the I P„}which minimize the free energy; the equilibrium
value of the structural variable P is found by minimizing
b E with respect to P.

where I'„ is the probability of cluster n in the bulk alloy
at (x, T). We determine the bulk equilibrium lattice pa-
rameter a, (x, T) for zero applied pressure by the require-
ment dbHbk(x, T) Ida =0. Since in general a,q(x, T)
di6'ers from a„, the individual clusters tn the alloy envi-
ronment are strained.

To treat epitaxial alloys we assume the substrate is
thick in comparison to the epitaxial film (so that the
film may be taken as homogeneous) and that the film
thickness h satisfies (monolayer) «h & h, (x), so that sur-
face energies are thermodynamically negligible and strain
is accommodated elastically. Under coherent epitaxial
conditions each ordered compound (cluster n) is subject
to the external constraint a~~ =a, and c =c,q(a„x, T), so
that

EH,~(a„x,T) =g P„(a„x,T)AE,'"„'[a„c,(a„x,T)],

(3.8)

where I'„ is evaluated for the epitaxial alloy and

c, (a„x,T) is the equilibrium dimension perpendicular
to the substrate, determined via dhH, (a„x,T)/dc =0.
This approach di6'ers from another recent cluster-based
treatment, in which the condition dAE, " /dc=0 was
incorrectly imposed for each cluster, rather than for the
alloy.

The energy of an ordered compound subject to the
bulk or epitaxial constraint may be calculated from first
principles. ' ' ' " ' ' For small deformations it may
be conveniently described by harmonic elasticity theory
(as justified in Sec. IVC and Fig. 3 below). Per fcc site
for bulk and epitaxial clusters we use Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2),
respectively:
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram of bulk Cu] „Au„: using harmonic
{solid) and. anharmonic Murnaghan {dashed) equations of state.

b,H, (a„x,T)=b,Hb„(x, T)+—', a,q(x, T)q(x, T)8(x, T)

X[a, —a, (x, T)]

where

=EHb„(x, T)+EEs(a„x,T), (3.14)

8(x, T) =Q(x, T)/a, q(x, T),
q(x, T)=1—Q(x, T)/R(x, T),

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

and b.Hbk is given in Eq. (3.7). These quantitities are
evaluated using the epi taxia1 cluster probabilities
IP„(x,T) I for a particular value of a, . The second term
in Eq. (3.14) is precisely of the form expected for an alloy
described as- an elastic continuum with elastic moduli

AEbz'(a) =bH„+ —', a„B„(a—a„)

hE,'"'(a„c)=b,H„+—', a„q„B„(a,—a„)
+ —,'a„A„[c—c,'"'(a, )]

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

c, (a„x,T)

=a, (x, T)—(3Q/R —1)[a,—a, (x, T)], (3.10)

where

a,q(x, T)=—g P„(x,T)B„a„ (3.11)

where AH„, 8„,and a„are the formation enthalpy, bulk
modulus, and equilibrium lattice parameter, respectively,
of the ordered compound from which cluster n is drawn.
The parameters A„, c,'"'(a, ), and q„are given in Eqs.
(2.3) and (2.4), where the cluster index n is absent.

There are simple relationships between macroscopic
properties of bulk and epitaxial alloys within the harmon-
ic approximation if the normalized epitaxial cluster prob-
abilities P„(x,T) are known. First, using the explicit ex-
pression for c, (a, ) given in Eq. (2.3b) for each n,

I I I
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n=1 n=2
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Q(x, T)=g P„(x,T)a„B„, (3.12)
OJE 0

R(x, T)=g P„(x,T)a„A„. (3.13)

-2—

To derive the relationship between epitaxial and bulk
alloy enthalpies, substitute Eq. (2.3b) for c,'q'(a, ) into Eq.
(3.9b), substitute Eq. (3.9b) into Eq. (3.8), and write the
epitaxial alloy energy as a quadratic in terms of
(c',q' —a„), (a, —a„),and (c,'q' —a„)(a,—a„). One then
substitutes Eq. (3.10) for c, , performs the sums using the
definitions in Eqs. . (3.12) and (3.13), and completes
squares to form terms in [a, —a,q(x, T)] and
[a,q(x, T) —a„] to find for any of the three principal
orientations per fcc site

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
CU Alloy Composition x AU

FIG. 4. Excess enthalpies of bulk and epitaxial Cu& „Au, al-
loys on [001] substrates for a, =a,q[Cu], a,q[CuAu-l], and
a,q[Au], (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Solid (open) circles indi-
cate T =0 values for bulk {epitaxial) ordered compounds. Solid
(fine dashed) lines indicate mixing enthalpies of disordered bulk
(epitaxial) alloy. Coarse dashed lines indicate energy of
equivalent amounts of epitaxial constituents.
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which depend on (x, T) [see Eqs. (2.14) and (2.2)]. How-
ever, Eqs. (3.10)—(3.15) permit explicit calculation of the
alloy structural parameters a,q(x, T), c,„(a„x,T),
B(x,T), and q(x, T) from cluster properties [while Eq.
(2.14) gives no such prescription], thus placing phenome-
nological elastic treatments of alloys on a microscopic
footing.

Provided the cluster probabilities are known, Eqs.
(3.7)—(3.15) provide a complete, consistent microscopic
description of bulk and epitaxial phase diagrams; we
defer to Sec. IV a description of how the IP„(x,T)I are
found in practice. Independent of these details, we note
the following.

(i) When a, =a, (x, T) there is no epitaxial strain ener-

gy and no tetragonal deformation of the alloy. Since the
cluster probabilities for a specified phase are determined
by minimizing its free energy at (x, T), the epitaxial clus-
ter probabilities IP„I are identical to the bulk values

IP„I under these conditions. Hence the energy and
structural properties of a given bulk alloy phase (either
ordered or disordered) are indistinguishable from those of
the epitaxial alloy on a lattice-matched substrate.

(ii) Coexistence between diferent phases (phase boun-
daries, miscibility gaps, order-disorder transitions) can
change even on substrates lattice matched to the alloy,
however. Miscibility gaps (regions of the phase diagram
where a homogeneous alloy is unachievable) are associat-
ed with regions where d b,F/dx (0, where b.F=KH
—TAS is the alloy free energy of mixing. For coherent

2 2epitaxy there is a positive contribution to d b,H/dx
(with respect to bulk) from EEs [second term in Eq.
(3.14)]; see Sec. VI A and Figs. 4—6.
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FIG. 5 ~ Excess enthalpies using model I data (Table II) of
bulk and epitaxial GaAs„Sb, alloys on [001] substrates for
a, =a, [CxaSb], a, [GazAsSb], and a,q[GaAs], (a), (b), and (c},
respectively. Solid (open) circles indicate T =0 values for bulk
(epitaxial) ordered compounds. Solid (fine dashed) lines indicate
mixing enthalpies of disordered bulk (epitaxial) alloy. Solid tri-
angles indicate epitaxially unstable ordered compounds; coarse
dashed lines indicate energy of epitaxial constituents.
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FIG. 6. Same as for Fig. 5, but using model II data (Table II)
for Ga4As4 „Sb„ordered compounds.
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(iii) The cluster approach can readily distinguish
among competing phases at (x, T) on the basis of the
different statistical and structural properties of each
phase. For alloys of lattice-mismatched constituents we
expect simple trends in the relative energies of ordered
compounds and disordered alloys (bulk or epitaxial). For
example, at T=0 we note that for an ordered compound
m, P„=5„and Eq. (3.7) [(3.8)] reverts to Eq. (3.9a)
[3.9b)], except that the last terms in Eqs. (3.9)—due to
distortions because a cluster is embedded in an alloy
environment —vanish for ordered compounds. Disor-
dered alloys (for which these are important, since
P„A5„)could thus have higher strain energies than or-
dered compounds of the same composition (see Figs. 4—6
below), making possible metastable long-range ordering.
At finite temperatures —TAS may make the free energy
AF lower for a disordered phase than for the ordered
compound, leading to an order-disorder transition tem-
perature.

D. Limitations of three-dimensional
thermodynamic description

Our description of a bulk or epitaxial alloy is based on
clusters embedded in a three-dimensional homogeneous
medium, with energies which do not depend, e.g. , on the
distance of the cluster from the surface of a growing al-
loy. Most thin-film growth techniques, however, are
characterized by growth at a free surface, with (i) high
surface atomic mobilities but far lower (bulklike) mobili-
ties for "buried" atoms a few monolayers below, and (ii)
extrinsic surface defects or intrinsic features such as sur-
face steps.

Regarding (i), it is likely that the energy of a cluster de-
pends on whether it is at a surface (with reduced coordi-
nation and reduced strain) or inside the film (with strain
uniform above and below the cluster). Thus the atomic
arrangement (including surface reconstruction) which
minimizes the free energy of a two-dimensional surface
layer may differ from the corresponding three-
dimensional configuration. Such surface-ordered ar-
rangements may be "frozen in" at the growth tempera-
ture (usually greater than the three-dimensional equilibri-
um ordering temperature) because of the low mobility
after they are buried by the next layer. A postgrowth an-
neal at somewhat higher temperatures will eventually
cause reversion to the three-dimensional equilibrium
disordered phase. Hence order-disorder transition tem-
peratures in a strictly three-dimensional description form
a lower limit to ordering temperatures for systems for
which the surface free energy during growth is impor-
tant. Provided three-dimensional equilibrium is
achieved, our analysis should be valid for films more than
a few monolayers thick.

Regarding item (ii), we explicitly neglect effects due to
the existence of surface steps. Suzuki et al. , Bellon
et al. , and Van Vechten have noted that different sur-
face migration rates for atoms adsorbed on exposed
steps ' and step-related changes in reactivity may affect
the observed structure of a growing film if it is kinetically
limited. Such effects should be modeled by kinetic simu-

lations (Monte Carlo or molecular-dynamics ' ) and
are outside the scope of our thermodynamic treatment.
The presence of a free surface or surface steps may even
catalyze ordering into structures not expected to be
stable. Lattice-mismatched isovalent 3, „8 C semicon-
ductor alloys (e.g. , GaAs, Sb&, ) are most commonly ob-
served to order into a rhombohedral CuPt-like ternary
compound at x =0.5. Bernard et aI. ' have calculated
that AHbk & 0 and 5H, &0 for CuPt Ga2AsSb, so that
neither bulk nor epitaxial ordering is expected on the
basis of three-dimensional thermodynamics; this is prob-
ably true for other 3

&
8 C alloys. Suzuki et ah. and

Bellon et ai. have proposed mechanisms for propaga-
tion of CuPt ordering based on surface-mediated effects.

Our formalism is hence most appropriate for describ-
ing near-equilibrium three-dimensional growth, e.g. , by
liquid-phase epitaxy (for which famatinite ordering has
been observed ).

IV. INGREDIENTS OF QUANTITATIVE
CALCULATIONS

The results of Sec. III are general alloy properties
which do not depend on the particular number of clusters
retained or the values of the (normalized) cluster proba-
bilities. Given I b H„,a„,CI &', CIz', C&4' I for all relevant
clusters n, the cluster probabilities [P„(x,T) I, the entro-

py S, and hence the free energy F for each possible phase
can be determined. Using parallel tangent constructions
we may hence calculate the complete (x, T) phase dia-
gram.

A. Source of cluster equations of state

1. Cu& „Au„

The description of Sec. IIIB requires selection of or-
dered periodic structures whose equations of state
bE'"'(P) as a function of the structural parameter P
determine the interactions in the alloy system. It is natu-
ral to select ordered compounds which are candidate
low-temperature stable structures for the fcc-based alloys
we consider. One may use the structures satisfying the
Landau-Lifshitz criteria (Refs. 7 and 8 and references
therein), such that (i) the space group of the ordered
structure is a subgroup of that of the disordered alloy,
and (ii) the ordered structure is characterized by an "or-
dering vector" corresponding to a special k point of the
parent disordered fcc lattice. In this paper we have used
structures from the [001] ordering vector family: the L 10
(or CuAu-I) structure for the ordered AB compound and
the L 1, (Cu3Au) structure for A 3B and AB3. [More gen-
eral choices are possible within the context of bulk phase
diagrams, as discussed in Ref. 60(a).] These structures
are those observed " ' ' in the phase diagram of
Cu, Au; the parameters I b,H, C», C,2 I for
Cu4 „Au„ordered compounds were taken from mea-
sured low-temperature experimental data (including
alloy-induced modifications of cluster properties ) as de-
scribed in detail in Ref. 60(c). In bulk cluster-variation
calculations within the tetrahedron approximation these
values (given in Table I) reproduce quite well [Figs. 3 and
7(a) below] the measured bulk phase diagram.
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FIG. 7. Phase diagrams for Cu& „Au in bulk, (a), and epit-
axially for [001] substrates with a, =a,q[Cu], a,„[CuAu-I], and
a,q[Au], (b), (c), and (d), respectively. Shaded areas indicate
single-phase ordered compounds; asterisks in (b) —(d) indicate
bulk order-disorder transition temperatures.

2. GaAs„Sb&

The cluster description described above also applies to
the ternary clusters A4 „B„Crelevant to pseudobinary
A] B„Calloys. These clusters may be taken from ter-
nary Landau-Lifshitz A4 „B„C4structures analogous to
those for binary compounds above: a CuAu-I-like ABC2
structure "and the "luzonite" structure "for A3BC4
and AB3C4. Each ternary structure has, in addition to
the unit-cell lattice parameter a and a tetragonal dimen-
sion c, cell-internal structural parameters describing the
positions of the atoms of the common C sublattice; see

Refs. 7(a), 8(b), and 60(a) for pictures of the unit cells and
the structural parameters. These parameters must be re-
laxed for each value of the external constraint (in bulk for
fixed cell volume, and epitaxially for fixed a~l =a, ). For
convenience we characterize these A 4 „B„C4 com-
pounds by cubic elastic constants, although they are
strictly speaking tetragonal.

The parameters t b,H„ I were determined in two
different ways, which illustrate the crucial role played by
the purely cluster property AH„, absent entirely from
phenomenological descriptions:

Model I: EH„ from ualence force field. First-principles
calculations of the total energy, using the full-potential
linear augmented-plane-wave (LAPW) method, 6 were
performed ' for the pure constituents GaAs and GaSb in
the zinc-blende structure as a function of the lattice pa-
rameter a (for bulk), and for fixed a, as a function of c
(under epitaxial conditions). Least-squares fits were then
made to the data, including anharmonic (third-order elas-
tic constant) contributions to the conventional cubic har-
monic elastic constants, to extract C» and C&2 for each
pure material. From these bond-bending and bond-
stretching force constants were determined for Ga—As
and Ga—Sb bonds, which were then used in the
valence-force-field (VFF) method to find VFF for-
mation enthalpies AH„of the ordered Ga4As„Sb4
compounds. The a, and bulk modulus ( Cl i +2C i 2 ) /3
of Ga4As„Sb4 „ordered compounds for n =1,2, 3 were
also calculated from first principles, and C» and C&2 for
each were found using an assumed linear variation of
C,2/C» with n Resul.ts are given in Table II; the
nearest-neighbor tetrahedron cluster variation method
(CVM) approximation [Fig. 8(a) below] then predicts a
bulk miscibility gap of 1245 K, in reasonable agreement
with the extrapolated experimental value ' of about 1100
K. This VFF approximation is expected to represent well
harmonic elastic response, but tends to underestimate
bulk formation enthalpies for isovalent intersemiconduc-
tor compounds A„B4 „C4. This is primarily due to the
omission in VFF of repulsive chemical interactions in the
ternary.

Model II: EH„ from first principles We also sh. ow in
Table II formation enthalpies calculated directly from
first principles (model II). Using these values and elastic
constants found from VFF calculations, the tetrahedron
CVM predicts a bulk miscibility-gap temperature of 1633
K [Fig. 9(a) below].

It is useful to contrast within models I and II the terms
bHbk+b, EEs =5H, [Eq. (2.9)] determining epitaxial sta-
bility. A strictly strain property such as EEEs [Eq.
(2.10)] is generally well represented by VFF (although
anharmonic errors may occasionally result in incorrect
trends with a, ). For ordered CuAu-I Ga2AsSb on a
lattice-matched substrate, for example, both VFF and
LAP W predict b,EEs = —0.929 kcal/mol. However,
differences between VFF and LAPW values of the AH„
lead to very different expectations for the epitaxial phase
diagrams. VFF predicts bHb„=0. 87 kcal/mol, an epit-
axial formation enthalpy 5H, (a, ) = —0.929+0.87
= —0.059 kcal/mol, and so epitaxial ordering, while
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LAP W predicts AHbk = 1.33 kcal/mol, 5H, = —0.929
+1.33=+0.401 kcal/mol, and thus no ordering. Thus
models I and II for GazAsSb correspond to the two gen-
eric cases shown in Fig. 2; we will therefore discuss both
models in parallel below.

B. Variational determination of cluster probabilities

Given A& „B„cluster parameters as input, the cluster
probabilities P„(x,T) and entropy S may be simultane-

ously determined under bulk or epitaxial conditions by
minimizing the alloy free energy I' =E—TS with respect
to the IP„I using the cluster variation method of Kiku-
chi. ' In this study we work within the tetrahedron ap-
proximation (i.e., the largest configurational figure re-
tained is the tetrahedron, as discussed in Sec. III B), so
that n runs over the values 0 (pure A clusters) to 4 (pure
8 clusters). In a pseudobinary A

&
„8 C alloy some

tetrahedra contain a C atom and some do not, but only
the configurational degrees of freedom of the mixed A-B
sublattices are relevant, so that the same CVM approxi-
mation may be consistently applied to both Cu, Au
and GaAs Sb, alloys.

The tetrahedron approximation includes nearest-
neighbor interactions through four-body terms. It there-
fore cannot distinguish among structures differing beyond
nearest neighbors, e.g. , at x =0.5, ordering into the
CuAu-I-like ABCz structure from ordering into the
AzBzC„chalcopyrite structure, or, at x =0.25 or 0.75,
luzonite from famatinitelike ordering. We also do not in-
clude the Cupt structure commonly observed experimen-
tally for ABCz. Inclusion of multiatom interactions with
distant neighbors (up to fourth) determined by LAPW
calculations within the CVM framework can distinguish
among such competing ordered phases and produces very
good agreement with the experimental phase diagram
with no adjustable parameters: e.g. , a predicted max-
imum miscibility gap temperature of —1100 K, close to
the experimental extrapolated value. Such extensive cal-
culations (using from eight to ten equations of state) are
beyond the scope of the present work, so we retain the
tetrahedron approximation and use five cluster equations
of state for both Cu, „Au and GaAs Sb,

Ordered A4 „B„compounds may exist for cornposi-
tions away from the nominal stoichiometric compositions
x„=n/4 and for finite temperatures, where they acquire
finite entropy. We emphasize that we also use the mix-
ture of clusters description for ordered compounds; as
T~O for ordered phase m, P„(x,T)~5„5(x—x„),
where 5„ is the Kronecker delta function and Q(x —x„)
is the Dirac delta function. The ordered character of
such a phase is reflected by symmetries of the sublattice
occupations in the CVM description. For example, the
A 3B phase corresponds to periodic repetition of an
oriented A 3B tetrahedron, with three equivalent and one
inequivalent sublattices, while for a disordered alloy all
sublattices are equivalent by symmetry. Above order-
disorder temperatures CVM solutions of the required
symmetry degenerate into those of the (higher-symmetry)
disordered phase.

C. Validity of the harmonic approximation

A cluster description of, e.g., a bulk A, B alloy re-

quires cluster energy functions AEbk'(a) for the range (at
zero pressure) a, [A]&a, (x, T) ~a, [8], corresponding
to the full composition range. Since b,a =a,q [8]
—a, [A] may be large, the EEbk (a) may be expected to
be significantly anharmonic over this range. In previous-
ly reported bulk alloy calculations, this fact was
reflected in the choice of the anharmonic Murnaghan
equation of state for EF.bk'. This form, known to describe
adequately real materials, is

EEbk( V) =hH+BV, /(1 8')+B—V/8'

—[BV,q/8'(1 —8')]( V/V, )', (4. l)

where V, is the equilibrium volume, B is the bulk
modulus at pressure P =0, and 8'= (dB /dP ) p 0. In this

paper we consistently use (a) a harmonic approximation,
corresponding to the choice 8'= —1 in Eq. (4.1); and (b)

a lattice-parameter a (not V) representation correspond-
ing, if V~ai, to neglect of terms of order (a —a,q) (as

required in a harmonic a representation). In Fig. 3 we

contrast the phase diagram for Cu& Au„using the har-
monic (solid line) and Murnaghan (dashed lines) forms
[see Ref. 60(c)]. Apart from the absence of an apparent
triple point around x =0.65 in the anharmonic case,
there are no significant differences over the full tempera-
ture and composition range. One reason for this is that
at compositions where alloy clusters are strained enough
for anharmonic effects to become important, their total
energies b Ebk' [a (x) ] are also large, so their relative

probabilities P„(x) are suppressed when minimizing the
free energy for each phase using the cluster variation
method. Errors associated with anharmonicity are prob-
ably smaller than those implicit in the nearest-neighbor
tetrahedron approximation CVM described above, and
for purposes of comparing bulk and epitaxial phase dia-

grarns, a strictly harmonic description is adequate.

V. MACROSCOPIC AND MICROSCOPIC
PROPERTIES OF EPITAXIAL

VERSUS BULK ALLOYS

In examining calculated properties of epitaxial alloys,
it is useful to remember that our treatment is valid pro-
vided (i) the epitaxial film thickness h is thin enough that
the film remains coherent (Sec. II A), and (ii) h exceeds a
few monolayers, so surface free energies are negligible
(Sec. III D). Point (i) restricts the validity of our results
to a "window" in x in the (x, T) phase diagram centered
on the value where the alloy is lattice matched to a given
substrate. The width of this window may be estimated
using the Appendix. For simplicity we will ignore this
restriction below.

A. Excess enthalpies and ordering in bulk
and epitaxial alloys

The essential physics of epitaxy may be understood by
contrasting actual calculated formation enthalpies 60
for bulk and epitaxial conditions. Figure 4 shows
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TABLE III. Bulk (AH») and epitaxial (6H,~) excess enthalpies and disordering energies AEd;, (kcal
per mol fcc sites) for Cu4 „Au„ordered compounds at (T =0) and disordered Cu] „Au alloy (at
T = 800 K) for [001] substrates; AEd;, is their difference.

Cu3Au
Cuo. 75Aup. 25

AEd;,

CUAUI

Cup 5AUp 5

AEd;,

CuAu3
Cup 25Auo. 75

AEd;,

AHbk

—1.556
—0.988

0.568

—2.100
—1.392

0.708

—1.373
—0.886

0.487

6H,
a, =a,q[Cu]

—1.934
—1.356

0.578

—2.467
—1.738

0.729

—1.393
—0.958

0.435

6H„
a, =a,q [CuAu-I]

—2.175
—1.617

0.558

—2.832
—2.124

0.708

—1.815
—1.336

0.479

6H, p

a, =a q[Au]

—2.337
—1.800

0.537

—3.095
—2.394

0.701

—2.054
—1.566

0.488

hH (x ) for the disordered (D) alloy (at T=800 K) and
b,H„ for ordered (0) compounds n {at T =0) for a typical
"ordering" alloy, Cu& Au, under bulk conditions and
epitaxially for (001) substrates lattice matched to x =0,
x =0.5, and x = 1. For such bulk ordering alloys we note
that AH (0, d AH /dx &0, and AH &0. Figures 5
and 6 show analogous results for GaAs„Sb, „,a typical
"phase-separating" alloy, with b,H )0, d b,H /dx & 0,
and hH„) 0, using the input parameters shown in Table
II for the two cases 5H, ~

& 0 [model I, Fig. 5, correspond-
ing to the situation shown schematically in Fig. 2(a)] and
5H, )0 [model II, Fig. 6, corresponding to Fig. 2(b)].
We note the following.

(i) At the lattice-matched composition, the bulk (solid
lines) and epitaxial (dashed lines) AH coincide, since epi-
taxy poses no constraint [Eq. (3.14)].

(ii) Away from the lattice-matched composition for a
given substrate, the constraint a~I =a, raises the energy of
epitaxial ordered compounds (open circles or solid trian-
gles) and the disordered epitaxial alloy by diferent
amounts; thus, order-disorder transition temperatures
change under epitaxial conditions.

(iii) The epitaxial constraint makes a positive contribu-

tion to the curvature of AH with respect to composition.
For phase-separating alloys a "miscibility gap" is
associated (Sec. VB2) with regions where d bI'/dx
=d bH/ dx —Td b,S/dx &0. Since (Sec. VD)
—Td AS/ dx &0 and we will find that the mixing en-

tropy AS is virtually unmodified by the epitaxial con-
straint, the less negative curvature of the epitaxial b,H(x)
implies miscibility gap temperatures will be lower under
epitaxial conditions than in bulk. Figures 4—6 [or Eq.
(3.14)] show that this is so even on a lattice matched su-b

strate. Ordering alloys do not exhibit a miscibility gap
since d AH/dx )0.

(iv) The epitaxial formation enthalpies 5H,'"„' (Tables
III and IV) may be used to determine whether or not a
given ordered phase will occur as a stable phase in the ep-
itaxial phase diagram.

(a) For Cu, ,Au„(Fig. 4) the bH„( &0) for all or-
dered epitaxial compounds lie below the energy of the ep-
itaxially constrained constituents (i.e., 5H, & 0; see Table
III). We thus expect all these phases to remain in the ep-
itaxial phase diagrams for all three substrates, with only
quantitative distortions of the bulk phase diagram due to
the epitaxial constraint.

TABLE IV. Bulk (AH») and epitaxial (6H,~) excess enthalpies and disordering energies AEd;, (kcal/molfcc-site) for ordered
Ga4As„Sb4 „ordered compounds (T =0) and disordered GaAs„Sbl, alloy at T = 1400 K for model I (VFF) and 1700 K for model
II (LAPW) for [001] substrates. EEd;, is their difference. Note that model I gives 5II,~ &0 for some structures while 5H, ~ )0 for
model II.

~Hbk 6H, p

(a, =a,„[GaSb]
I II

6H, p

(a, =a,q [Ga2AsSb])
I II

6H, p

(a, =a,„[CiaAs]1
I II

Ga4AsSb,
P. 25 O. 75

~Edls

Ga,AsSb
G'aAso 5Sbo 5

AEd;,

Ga4As3Sb
GaAso 75Sbo. 25

AEd;,

0.619
0.954
0.335

0.870
1.240
0.370

0.681
0.928
0.247

1.01
1.268
0.258

1.33
1.668
0.338

1.15
1.267
0.117

—0.126
0.220
0.346

—0.085
0.308
0.393

0.005
0.272
0.267

0.265
0.535
0.270

0.375
0.739
0.364

0.474
0.613
0.139

—0.091
0.234
0.325

—0.057
0.313
0.370

0.009
0.263
0.254

0.300
0.546
0.246

0.403
0.741
0.338

0.478
0.603
0.125

—0.051
0.254
0.305

—0.019
0.331
0.350

0.026
0.267
0.241

0.340
0.564
0.224

0.441
0.756
0.315

0.495
0.604
0.109
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(b) The situation is very difFerent for GaAs„Sb,
(Table IV). Here b,H (x„))b,H„)0 at x„=—,',
(Table II and Figs. 5 and 6), so the bulk phase diagram
shows no stable ordering, although this inequality implies
metastable ordering is possible. Since 5Hep L..LHbk

+.AEEs may become negative, however, epitaxial order-
ing may occur even when none is present in bulk . As in
Fig. 2, we can distinguish the two cases, epitaxial stabili-
zation of an ordered compound, 5H, &0, the case for
model I in Table II for Ga4As3Sb and Ga2AsSb on all
three substrates (Table IV); or epitaxial ordered corn
pounds remain unstable, 5H, ~

)0, the case (Table IV) for
model II of Table II, or for Ga4As3Sb for all three sub-
strates for model I. We next examine how well these sim-
ple expectations explain calculated phase diagrams.

B. Epitaxial versus bulk phase diagrams

l. Ordering alloys: Cu& „Au„

We turn first to the Cu, Au alloy, typical of order-
ing systems, whose bulk phase diagram is well character-
ized experimentally. +' ' ' In Fig. 7(a) we show the
bulk phase diagram, calculated as described in Sec.
IVA1; order-disorder critical temperatures agree well
with experiment [see Refs. 60(c) and 60(d) and references
therein]. Figures 7(b) —7(d) show the corresponding epit-
axial phase diagram for the three different substrates
whose excess enthalpies are shown in Fig. 4.

Contrasting bulk and epitaxial phase diagrams we note
(i) epitaxial expansion of the region (especially at low
temperatures) over which single phases —ordered com-
pounds (shaded regions a, p, y ) and the disordered alloy
(D)—are stable. At 400 K for a, =a,q(0. 5), for example,
the Cu-rich disordered alloy is epitaxially stable to
x =0.13, but to only about x =0.02 in bulk. There are
also (ii) corresponding reductions of two-phase coex
istence (a+D, y+D, a+P, P+y). In increasing a, from
a, [Cu] to a, [Au] there is (iii) a systematic expansion of
the region of stability of the order compounds and (iv)
-80 K excursions in order-disorder temperatures. All
four effects will be discussed in Sec. V C.

Table III shows that the relative energy
bEd;, (x„)=AH (x„) bH„of an ordered p—hase and a
disordered alloy of the same composition differ under
bulk and epitaxial conditions. For the Cu3Au
~Cup 75Auo 25 disordering reaction, for example AEd;, is
0.568 kcal/mol in bulk, but only 0.537 kcal/mol on an
Au substrate. Since we expect an order-disorder transi-
tion temperature proportional to AEd;„ the transition
temperature on this substrate will be lower than in bulk;
these and other epitaxy-induced distortions of the phase
diagram are discussed in Sec. VC. However, even on
substrates lattice matched to the bulk compounds, order-
disorder temperatures differ slightly under bulk [Fig. 7(a)]
and epitaxial conditions, reAecting the different elastic
properties of the ordered and disordered alloys. While in
bulk both phases are free to relax to their respective a, ,
on a fixed substrate, e.g. , that of ordered CuAu-I in Fig.
7(c), only one can be strain free, so there is a slight shift
in T, with respect to bulk. Such subtleties are clearly

beyond a continuum elastic description of an alloy and
require a cluster-based approach.

Z. Phase-separating alloys

In Figs. 8 and 9 we show phase diagrams for
GaAs Sb, , a typical "phase-separating" system, using
the parameters of data sets I and II (Table II), respective-
ly. The principal features of the bulk phase diagram in
either case [Figs. 8(a) and 9(a)] are (i) a miscibility gap
separating the disordered phase above TMo (experimental
extrapolated value: ' —1100 K) from a GaSb- and
GaAs-rich two-phase mixture below, and (ii) metastable
Ga4As S14 ordered compounds [indicated by dashed
spinodals d F/dx =0 defining the limits of stability in
Fig. 8(a) and by solid dots in Fig. 9(a) showing the max-
imum of the spinodal]. A miscibility gap corresponds to
coexistence between disordered phases of two different
compositions, with a homogeneous alloy of intermediate
alloy compositions not attainable. This situation reAects
the double-hump structure shown schematically in the in-
set to Fig. 8(a). The maximum metastable ordering tem-
peratures and miscibility temperatures are different for
sets I and II, reflecting the more positive bH„ in the
latter.

The epitaxial phase diagrams [Figs. 8(b) —8(d) and
9(b) —9(d)] for the three substrates in Figs. 5 and 6 difFer
profoundly from their bulk counterparts.

(i) The miscibility gap is strongly suppressed, by an
amount b TMo(x) as large as -975'C using model I
( -900'C in model II), and becomes significantly asym-
metric under epitaxial conditions. Despite a —31%
difference in bulk miscibility temperatures (which contain
important contributions from the b,H„) between models I
and II, there is only a -6' difference in ETM&. Equa-
tions (3.11), (3.14), and (3.15) show that the alloy epitaxial
strain energy EEs(a„x,T) depends only weakly on the
bH„(via the cluster probabilities). Like other quantities
which do not depend explicitly on the b,H„, b, TMo(x)
can be reasonably estimated by continuum elastic
descriptions (see Sec. VI C 3), while the asymmetry about
x =0.5 is a manifestation of the asymmetry of the AH„.
Surprisingly, ATMo(a„x) depends only very weakly on
the substrate lattice parameter a, . As noted in the Intro-
duction, bulk-insoluble alloys have recently been grown
epitaxially over a large composition range, e.g.,
GaAs Sb, (Ref. 16) and Gap Sb, „(grown" —1200
K below the bulk miscibility gap).

(ii) The obvious difference between models I and II is
that at low temperatures for the three substrates exam-
ined, I predicts stable (5H, ~ &0) Ga&As„Sb4 „epitaxial
compounds for n =1,2, while II does not (5H,~

)0), as
shown in Table IV. The calculated phase diagrams show
no epitaxially stable ordered compounds for model II
(Fig. 9), while model I (Fig. 8) exhibits both ordered
phases and miscibility gaps in the epitaxial case. First-
principles calculations"' suggest, however, that, e.g. , at
x =

—,', ordering into a chalcopyrite structure is more like-

ly than the CuAu-I-like structure whose AH was used in
these calculations (and at x= —,

' or —,', ordering into a
famatinite, rather than luzonite, phase is preferred).
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Moreover, as discussed in Sec. IIID, the CuPt ordering
most frequently observed is probably catalyzed by sur-
face effects not explained by our approach. Interestingly,
ordering of In& Ga As grown by the near-equilibrium
LPE method near x=0.48 appears famatinitelike, in
qualitative agreement with the relatively large region of
stability of Ga4AsSb3 in Fig. 8. The presence or absence
of a given ordered phase in the phase diagram may also
be modified by finite temperature effects: although ex-
pected to exist for all substrates on the basis of the T =0
epitaxial model I 6H, , Fig. 8 shows CuAu-I-like
Ga2AsSb to be stable to T =0 for a, =a, [GaSb], entropy
stabilized for a narrow temperature range for
a, =a, [Ga2AsSb], and absent for a, =a, [GaAs]. Thus
the T=O epitaxial formation enthalpies are only a guide
to which phases may be present.

C. Modeling epitaxial distortions of phase diagrams

Thus far bulk and epitaxial 3, B alloys have been
described as a mixture of distorted clusters. Even when
such clusters are undistorted their energies AH„
include +" ' ' an "elastic" contribution (associated with
compressing A and B to a„=a, [ A 4 „B„]) and a
"chemical" contribution (due to A-B interactions for
fixed a =a„). Ferreira et al. +" + ' have shown how
these may be rigorously separated if equilibrium volumes
(or a, ) and elastic properties for ordered and disordered
phases at a given composition x are the same. In this
"e-G" approach, Eq. (3.7) for a bulk (bk) alloy is replaced
by

~~bk(x~T) QPn(x~T)ebk +Gbk(x) (5.1)

with

Z„k(x)=
—,'a(x)B(x)(da /dx ) (5.3)

The utility of this approach is that one can calculate
G(x) via integration given knowledge of only elastic and
structural properties [Eq. (5.3)]; in practice a(x) and
B (x ) are found by interpolation on the values for
A4 „B„ordered compounds for n =0—4. The "chemi-
cal" or "spin-fiip" energies e'"' (n =1,2, 3) are then found
from the T=0 formation enthalpy AH„of ordered
A4 „B„[forwhich P„(x,T) =6„ in Eq. (5.1)], i.e. ,

elk'=AM„—Gb„(x„) . (5.4)

Order-disorder transition temperatures at fixed x depend
only on the teI"'[, since by assumption G(x) is common
to both ordered and disordered phases; the e-6 formalism
thus permits a simple analysis of strain effects on such
transformations. Within the five-cluster tetrahedron e-6
description the transition temperatures (in K) at x„=n /4
(n = 1,2, 3) are given approximately by

—453.32
T' ' = 201.34

11.80

208.92 11.80
—421. 11 201.34
208.92 —453.32,

(5.5)

where

G(x) =(1—x)f yZ(y)dy+x f (1—y)Z(y)dy (5.2)
0 X

with e'"' in kcal per fcc site mol. Similar matrix relation-
ships connect "the e'"' to the compositions at the or-
dering temperatures, latent heats of ordering, and
enhancements of cluster probabilities with respect to
their random values (Sec. V E below).

To understand the distortions of phase diagrams due to
coherent epitaxy (Figs. 7 —9), we may generalize the bulk
e-G approach above. By analogy with Eq. (5.4) for bulk,

(5.6)

where [see Eq. (2.9)]

G, (a„x)=G, (a„x)—EEEs(a„x)
with

(5.7)

bEEs(a„x ) =—', Ia(x)q(x)B(x)[a, —a(x)]
—(1—x)a(0)q(0)B(0)[a, —a(0) ]'
—xa(1)q(1)B(l)[a,—a(1)] ] . (5.8)

Similarly, Eq. (5.3) is replaced by

Z, (a„x ) = —,'a(x)A (x)[de(a„x )/dx] (5.9)

[and G,~
is given by Eq. (5.2) with Z =Z,„] where

e(a„x ) and A(x) depend on orientation [Eqs. (2.3) and
(2.4)]. For fixed substrate q(x), A(x), B(x), and a(x)
(hence G, ) depend only on composition; in practice they
are found by interpolation on the values for A4 „8„for
n =0—4.

Given the same cluster ingredients described in Secs.
V A and V B, the e-6 analysis permits predictions of the
order-disorder transition temperatures without perform-
ing CVM calculations. In Table V we give values of the
"spin-Hip" energies e'"' and order-disorder transition
temperatures, for bulk and epitaxial [a, =a,q(x=0. 5)]
Cu, Au, and GaAs„Sbi (model-I) alloys. We note
that (i) critical temperatures calculated within the e Gap--
proach agree quite well with those found from full CVM
calculations; and (ii) for both alloy systems e'"'&0. The
dominance of the diagonal matrix elements in Eq. (5.5)
means that positive (stable or metastable) order-disorder
transition temperatures require e„&0, which also
enhances " ' ' the probabilities of mixed A4 „B„c s-
ters with respect to their random values (for both
Cu& Au and GaAs Sb& „as discussed in Sec. V E
below).

We may also use the epitaxial e-6 analysis to under-
stand the systematic distortions with a, of the epitaxial
phase diagram with respect to bulk. For bulk alloys it
was found that including the elastic energy Gbk(x) result-
ed in two modifications with respect to the strain-free (e-
only) phase diagram: (i) single-phase regions (e.g. , or-
dered compounds or the homogeneous disordered alloy)
narroio in composition, and (ii) regions of two-phase coex-
istence (e.g. , a+D or a+P in Fig. 7 for Cui Au ) ex-
pand. Under epitaxial conditions the corresponding ob-
servations are that if G,~(a„x ) )Gb„(x) single-phase re-
gions narrow and two-phase regions expand, with respect
to their bulk counterparts (the opposite is true if
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TABLE V. e'"' (in kcal/fcc-site mol) and order-disorder temperatures (K) found from the e-G model under bulk and epitaxial [with

a, =a,,(x =0.5)] conditions; model I results are used for GaAs, Sbt „.Temperatures calculated within CVM are in parentheses.

T(2)

Bulk

Epitaxial

—4.2073

—4.1381

—5.6302

—5.5673

Cu[ Au
—3.9365

—3.8826

684.5
(689.3)
666.9

(666.6)

731.3
(713~ 1)
729.6

(711.0)

558.6
(536.4)
548. 1

(523.5)

Bulk

Epitaxial

—1.4569

—1.4297

—1.8335

—1.8215

GaAs] Sb
—1.2925

—1.2971

262. 1

(270)
252.3

(252)

218.5
(217)
218.0

(218)

185.7
(180)
190.6

G, (GbI, ). In Fig. 10 we show contour plots of the
relevant di6'erential strain energy

b,(a„x ) =G,~(a„x ) —Gbk(x ) (5.10)
'

as a function of a, and x, for Cu, ~Au, [Fig. 10(a)] and
for GaAs„Sb& [Fig. 10(b)], for either models I or II,
since they are elastically identical. For Cu, „Au, 6 is
negative for most of the (a„x ) region, implying (as seen
in Fig. 7) that the regions of stability of the ordered com-
pounds expand with respect to bulk. Similar remarks for
GaAs Sb& are more dificult to make because of the
narrowness of ordered regions (present only for model I).

20-
(a)

I I

U1-x x

0

We note that b,e'"'(a, ):—e,'z'(a, ) —ebk'= —h(a„x„).
At the stoichiometric compositions x, =0.25, 0.5,0.75
the dependence of the epitaxial shifts in order-disorder
transition temperatures may be found directly from Fig.
10(a), to the extent that they are dominated by the diago-
nal he' ' in Eq. (5.5). In Fig. 11(a) we show the epitaxy-
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FIG. 10. Contours [kcal/(fcc site) mol] of difFerential strain
energy [Eq. (5.10)] determining epitaxial distortions of phase
boundaries and shifts in order-disorder transition temperatures,
as a function of substrate lattice parameter a, and alloy compo-
sition x for (a) Cu& Au„and (b) GaAs Sb&

FICJ. 11. Dependence on [001]-oriented substrate lattice pa-
rarneter a, of ordering temperatures for Cu&. „Au„, (a), and
GaAs Sb& within model I, (b). Filled symbols indicate CVM
results, lines indicate results of e-G theory of Sec. V C.
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induced shifts of the transition temperatures (calculated
within the CVM) for Cu, Au, as a function of a„ to-
gether with the full e-G predictions of Eq. (5.5). The
di6'ering dependences of the AT' ' on a, directly refiect
the nonmonotonic behavior [for fixed x in Fig. 10(a)] of
b,(a„x ). For GaAs„Sb, using model I the b, T' '(a, )

[Fig. 8(b)] are similar for all three ordered compounds
(although, as noted above, Ga4As3Sb does not occur as a
stable phase in the epitaxial phase diagrams). Using II
the a, dependence of these temperatures is similar, except
that they correspond to the temperatures at which epit-
axially metastable ordered compounds cease to exist.

Within the five-cluster e-G description the identity
bH, ~[x,a, =a, (x )]=bHb„(x) [Eq. (3.14)] is slightly
violated, e.g. , using random cluster probabilities [Eq.
(5.11)], by & 1.9% for Cu, ,Au, and & 0.3% for
GaAs Sb& „ for O~x +1. Bulk and epitaxial order-
disorder transition temperatures T' ' fail to coincide on
lattice-matched substrates [a, =a, (x )] by correspond-
ing amounts: (4.5'C for Cu, „Au„and (0.8'C for
GaAs Sb, „. These errors are themselves much smaller
than that associated with the central approximation of
the e-G analysis, that elastic properties are independent
of the state of order.

D. Thermodynamic properties of epitaxial
versus bulk alloys

Calculations or measurements of alloy thermodynamic
properties conventionally display excess quantities, i.e.,
for the thermodynamic functions E=F, S, H, etc., one
defines bK(x) =K( A I B )

—(1 — )xK( A) xK(B). —
Since AK(x) is linear for x —+0 and x~1, the parame-
trization Q (x)=—bK(x)/[x(1 —x)) is often used.
Within the "ideal solution, " "regular solution, " and
"quasi-regular solution" models, Q=O, Q=const, and
Q=Q(x, T), respectively, where Q is the "interaction pa-
rameter. "

Figure 12 shows such parametrizations for b,H (x)
and bS(x)=—S(x)—Sz(x), where the ideal [random (R)]
mixing entropy S~ (x) = —k~ [x lnx + (1—x)ln(1 —x )],
under bulk and epitaxial conditions for a substrate lattice
matched to the disordered alloy at x =0.5. While devia-
tions from Sz (x) are significant for both bulk and epitaxi-
al Cu, Au, (much less so for GaAs Sb, because of
the higher temperature) the epitaxial constraint has virtu
ally no eQect (e.g., at 500 K, & 1 —,

' %) on the entropy over

the entire composition range.
For the bulk alloy hH (x) approaches zero linearly for

x —+0 and x ~1, yielding finite values of Qbz. For the ep-
itaxial alloy this is not so unless we refer epitaxial quanti-
ties to epitaxially constrained constituents (as we do in
Fig. 12). The lower values of Q,„(relative to QbI, ) in Fig.
12 refIect the reduction in energy of the epitaxial alloy
with respect to its epitaxial constituents. It is natural to
parametrize 5H, (x) in a form suggested by Eq. (3.14)
and Figs. 4—6 as &H,p(x) —&Hbk(x)=Q(x)(x —xiM)',
where xLM is the composition where the alloy is lattice
matched to the substrate. For xLM =

—,
' the splittings be-

tween the epitaxial and bulk curves at x =0 and 1 are
given, respectively, by —,

' [dQ/dx —[Q(1)—Q(0)] I
—Q

for x=0 and —,'I[Q(1)—Q(0)] —dQ/dx I
—Q for x =1.

Since the leading terms are sma1'1, these splittings are a
direct measure of Q(0) and Q(1).

The parameter Qbk for Cu, ,Au„[Fig. 12(a)] is in ex-
cellent agreement with values calculated in Ref. 60(c)
(which used anharmonic cluster equations of state), and
with experiment [see the discussion in Ref. 60(c)]. Re-
sults for GaAs, Sb, , using model I [Fig. 12(b)] give
Qbk(x =0.5 ) =4.9 kcal/mol, in reasonable agreement
with the value 4.0—4.5 found by Stringfellow using the 6
lattice parameter model. Results for model II [Fig.
12(c)] are significantly higher: Qb„=6.6 kcal/mol. [In-
clusion of distant-neighbor interactions (using ten equa-

bu
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FIG. 12. Interaction parameters 0 for bulk mixing enthalpy
Qbk, epitaxial mixing enthalpy O,~ [fro,n 5H, {x)],and nonran-
dom entropy for Cu] Au at 800 K, (a), GaAs„Sb& (model
I) at 1400 K, (b), and GaAs Sb] at 1700 K (model II), (c).
Solid and dashed lines indicate bulk and epitaxial {for [001]-
oriented substrate with a, =a,q(0.5)) values, respectively. In (b)
and (c) bulk and epitaxial 0 curves are indistinguishable.
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Examination of the cluster probabilities provides in-
sight into how an alloy responds to the epitaxial con-
straint. For high enough temperatures the cluster proba-
bilities P„(x,T) assume their random (R) binomial distri-
bution values. For our choice of clusters n =0—4,

P„(x,T)=4!/[(4—n)! n!]x"(1—x) (5.11)

As T is reduced the P„determined variationally from the
cluster variation method depart from the random values,
reAecting a thermodynamic enhancement or suppression
of the distinct clusters. Figure 13 shows the excess clus-

tions of state in the cluster description) determined from
LAPW calculations "produce good agreement with ex-
periment (QPk-—4.0 kcal/mol). ] However, 0 at x =0 and
1 are almost identical for models I and II, emphasizing
that EEs(a„x,T) [Eq. (3.14)] depends primarily on alloy
elastic properties and only very weakly on the parameters
AH„which distinguish the two models.

E. Cluster populations

ter probabilities b,P„(x,T)=P„(x,T) P—„(x) for bulk
(solid lines) and epitaxial (d'ashed lines) Cu, Au for the
three substrates given in Figs. 4 and 7. While the bulk
curves are indistinguishable from the anharmonic results
of Refs. 60(c) and 60(d), the epitaxy-induced redistribu-
tion of cluster probabilities is generally small over the en-
tire composition range. At the lattice-matched composi-
tion the bulk and epitaxial cluster probabilities are identi-
cal for all clusters, so that bulk and epitaxial alloys are
structurally and energetically indistinguishable.

The e-G analysis of Sec. VC may be used to under-
stand these cluster redistributions. For e' ' &0, the prob-
ability for cluster A4 B is enhanced "over its ran-
dom value; under epitaxial conditions, if [Eq. (5.10)]
b e( '(a, ) = —b, (a„x ) & 0, cluster m will corresponding-
ly be suppressed with respect to bulk. Inspection of Fig.
10(a) suggests prominent suppressions near x =0.2 for
the Cu3Au cluster on a, =a, [Cu], and near x =0.8 for
CuAu3 for a, =a, [Au]. These expectations are directly
confirmed in Figs. 13(a) and 13(c), respectively. ,

In Fig. 14(a) we show the b,P„(x,T) for GaAs Sb,
for a, =a,q[Ga2AsSb] at 1300 K, using model I; results
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FIG. 13. Deviation from random cluster probabilities for
Cu„Au4 „clusters in disordered bulk (solid lines) and epitaxial
(dashed lines) Cu, „Au„alloy at 800 K for [001]-oriented sub-
strate with a, =a,q[Cu], a,q[CuAu-I], and a,q[Au], (a), (b), and
(c), respectively.

FIG. 14. Excess cluster probabilities for bulk (solid lines) and
epitaxial (dashed lines) for GaAs„Sbl alloy (model I) at 1300
K for [001]-oriented substrate with a, =a,q[Ga2AsSb] as a func-
tion of alloy composition x, (a). For fixed growth conditions
(chemical potential p), redistribution of epitaxial cluster proba-
bilities with respect to bulk, (b). x„M indicates lattice-matched
composition.
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using II are similar. Although Cu] Au has stable clus-
ters (AH„&0) while GaAs Sb, does not (bH„)0),
both show enhancement of mixed clusters (e' '&0), as
discussed in Sec. VC. The e-G analysis using Fig. 10(b)
predicts [as confirmed in Fig. 14(a)] for a, =a,q(x =0.5)
an epitaxial suppression of Ga4AsSb3 clusters near
x =0.2, and an enhancement of similar magnitude for
Ga4As3Sb clusters near x =0.8. The relatively small
values, even smaller than for Cu, „Au„because of the
higher temperature, disguise an important difference be-
tween epitaxial and bulk cluster distributions. A given
set of experimental growth conditions corresponds to
fixing the chemical potentials of all chemical species
present. Thus to compare epitaxial and bulk cluster dis-
tributions it is more natural to plot the P„as a function
of chemica/ potential p. Because of the extremely sensi-
tive dependence of alloy composition on p, we have
chosen to display in Fig. 14(b) P„(a„p,T ) P„(p,—T) as a
function of the bulk alloy composition xbk(p). This
figure makes obvious the large microscopic differences
between epitaxia1 and bulk alloys. While at the lattice-
matched composition xLM the epitaxial and bulk cluster
probabilities are identical„ the unstrained GaAs2Sb2 clus-
ters have been enhanced over the entire composition (or
chemical potential) range.

VI. COMPOSITION PINNING DURING GROWTH
OF EPITAXIAL ALLOYS

A. Thermodynamic description

Previous sections examined the energetics of epitaxially
constrained systems and qualitative effects on phase coex-

istence or stabilization. We next examine one of the ear-
liest quantitative effects documented for epitaxial alloys,
the tendency of the measured composition x, of the epit-
axial alloy to be "pinned" near xLM, where the alloy is
lattice matched to the substrate, even though the compo-
sition xbk of the corresponding (unsupported) bulk alloy
varies widely.

Wood and Zunger' have discussed this effect; we
briefly summarize their thermodynamic parametrization
for use below. For any phase there is a monotonic rela-
tion between the chemical potential p=dhF/dx and the
composition x. We may Taylor expand about p„M
[where a(xIM) =a, and bulk and epitaxial alloys are in-
distinguishable according to Eq. (3.14)], to find

~xbk (P =xbk (P x LM

=(p ELM)/(d —hF "/dx )~„+ (6.1a)

fixep(p)=xep(p) xLM

=(p ELM)/(d—hF'Pldx )i„+. (6.1b)

using the identity dx /d p = (dp/dx ) = (d b F/dx )

Under identical growth conditions p is common to bulk
and epitaxial alloys growing near equilibrium. We may
thus conveniently measure the degree of composition pin-
ning at the lattice-matched composition by the slope
Q(x„M ) =dx,p/dxb„of the curve x,p(p) versus xbk(p) at
~LM~ «

Q = [d b F""(xLM ) /dx ]/ j d b F'P [xLM, a, =a (x LM ) ]/dx

T—rbk(xLM)
Q(xLM, T)

T Pep xi M

(6.2)

(6.3)

As described above, a homogeneous disordered phase of a
separating alloy such as Ga& In As ceases to be stable
for temperatures below the spinodal temperature r(x),
whose maximum coincides with the maximum miscibility
gap temperature. The spinodal temperature r(x) is the
locus of points satisfying d AI'/dx =0; we demonstrat-
ed above (Fig. 12) that the epitaxial constraint strongly
modifies bH(x) while leaving ES,p(x ) =bSbk(x). Thus
the epitaxial spinodal temperature ~, is related to
rbk=(d AHbk/dx )/(d b,Sbk/dx ) to high precision, us-

ing Eq. (3.14), by

r,p(xLM)=[rbk(x) —', a(x)q(x)B(x)(—da/dx) /kII],

= rbk(xLM ) +~r(xLM ) (6.4)

B. Composition pinning and epitaxial stabilization

Equations (6.2)—(6.4) connect composition pinning and
epitaxial stabilization of alloys. Since hw 0, for any T
above the bulk miscibility-gap temperature Q & 1, i.e.,
composition pinning is a universal feature of coherent ep-

I

itaxial growth, even on a lattice-matched substrate. Per-
fect composition pinning (Q =0) occurs at the bulk spi-
nodal temperature T =rbk(x ), while Q ~ 1 as T~ ~.
(While composition pinning may persist below the bulk
miscibility temperature, it must do so in some guise other
than an x,p

versus xbk plot, since the full range of bulk-
alloy composition is inaccessible. ) Larche and Cahn ex-
plained composition pinning in liquid-phase epitaxy in
precisely the same terms, but failed to note the quantita-
tive connection with epitaxial stabilization of alloys
(Ar &0).

Equations (6.3) and (6.4) show that composition pin-
ning and epitaxial stabilization both scale as
(da/dx) ~(b,a ), where ha is the lattice mismatch be-
tween the alloy constituents (not between substrate and
the film material); nearly lattice-matched systems (e.g. ,

GaI Al As) will show no epitaxial effects. Both effects
are larger for elastically stiff alloys, via q(x)8(x) and de-
pend on orientation through q. The physical origin of
both is not epitaxial strain per se (since both occur even
on lattice-matched substrates), but rather the composi-
tion dependence of the alloy parameter a(x, T), present
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substrate lattice matched to ordered CuAu-I, using CVM
results. The slope Q of these curves is much closer to 1

(no composition pinning) than for GaAs Sb, „curves in
Fig. 15. Figure 16(b) gives the composition pinning curve
for ordered Ga2AsSb at 200 K (below the epitaxial spino-
dal for this composition, so that no comparison with the
disordered alloy is possible); the slope Q at this tempera-
ture is considerably less than that for the disordered alloy
at T=1400 K in Fig. 15.

3. Phenomenological treatment of epitaxial energetics

1000

900—

o 800-

I
E
~ 700

I-
6OO t

~ 2

0.1

0.0

k al
sep

IX I I I ' ll

0 (x,T)
Q = 3.64 kcal/mol

r "(x)=(2flbk/R)x(1 —x) (6.5)

(xLM ) [2(+bk +)/+]xLM( xLM ) (6.6)

with 0 measured per mol and R the gas constant. Using
Eq. (3.14) near x „M =0.5 we find

At temperatures well above ordering temperatures of
possible metastable ordered (AC) (BC)& compounds
(and provided a random entropy description is adequate),
reasonable quantitative results for a variety of isovalent

„8 C semiconductor alloys can be found using the
simple "regular solution model. " This approach takes
the mixing entropy b,S(x) as strictly random and as-
sumes bH(x)=Abkx(l —x), where Abk is the "interac-
tion parameter" (independent of x and T) of the bulk al-
loy. As demonstrated in Sec. VD and Fig. 12, the alloy
epitaxial strain energy is well described [see Eq. (3.14)) by
EEs(a„x,T) =A(x —x„M) . Hence within this phenom-
enological model we find for the spinodals (which coin-
cides with the miscibility gap at its maximum)

i

5OO
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
lnP Lattice-Matched Composition x GaP

FIG. 17. Regular solution model contours of constant com-
position pinning Q{x,T) for epitaxial Ga„ln, „P on [111]sub-

strate lattice matched to each composition x. Shaded area indi-

cates interior of bulk spinodal.

Figure 17 shows contours of constant Q (x, T) using the
regular solution theory for the alloy system Ga„In& P
(with 0=3.64 kcal/mol), where it is assumed that for
each x the alloy is grown on a [ill] substrate lattice
matched to that composition. In this figure the shaded re-
gion indicates the interior of the bulk spinodal; we note
pronounced composition pinning more than 300'C above
the miscibility gap at x =0.5, so that proximity to the
bulk spinodal is not required. We also note a value for Q
for a lattice-matched value of x =0.51 (used by Stringfel-
low ') of about 0.094, very close to the value calculated
by Larche and Cahn and observed2' at 800'C.

0=—,'a(xLM )q(xLM )B(xiM )(da/dx) (xLM )

=——, 9a,„( qB)„„(h a) (6.7)
D. Relation between epitaxial strain and coherency strain

where Aa is the lattice mismatch between the alloy con-
stituents and av indicates the average of the values for
x =0 and x = 1. These expressions are useful for estirnat-
ing the magnitude of epitaxial efFects, but if the predicted
value of ~'P is comparable to order-disorder transition
temperatures of epitaxial phases, strong distortions of the
miscibility gap may be expected (see, e.g. , Fig. 8). Even
in the absence of stable epitaxial phases, there may
remain strong asymrnetries of the miscibility gap, associ-
ated with very difFerent formation enthalpies AH„ for
metastable bulk ordered phases at x =0.25 and x =0.75
(see, e.g. , Fig. 9). For GaAs„Sb, at xi M =0.5, Table II
and Eqs. (6.6), (6.7), and (3.14) predict an epitaxial
suppression ~' —w" of 946 C and A=3.76, in excellent
agi'cciiicllt wltll thc CVM values 953 C (at x —0.8,
reflecting the distortions mentioned) and 0=3.7 (Fig.
12), respectively. Here the quantitative agreement be-
tween cluster variation results and the simple phenome-
nological elastic treatment above is due to the fact that
CVM-computed alloy elastic properties [e.g. , q (x,
T)B(x,T) and c,q(a„x, T)] difFer very little from com-
position-weighted averages of the values for the x =0 and
x = 1 constituents.

Epitaxial suppression of miscibility gap temperatures is
very closely related to "coherency strain" in bulk alloys.
It was observed that some bulk pseudobinary
3] 8 C semiconductor alloys grown above the bulk
spinodal temperature could be quenched to lower temper-
atures without spinodally decomposing into AC- and
BC-rich regions. Below the spinodal temperature the
homogeneous alloy is thermodynamically unstable with
respect to long-wavelength one-dimensional density Auc-
tuations which culminate for long times (in the absence of
kinetic barriers) in phase separation. The specific elastic
properties of the (e.g. , cubic) alloy determine the crystal-
lographic direction along which such fluctuations first
occur.

As noted by Cahn, the equilibrium volumes of AC
and BC in general difFer from that of the alloy, so phase
separation necessarily raises the alloy strain energy.
Cahn demonstrated that this efFect suppressed the
miscibility-gap temperature by an amount which depend-
ed on the direction along which the alloy was elastically
softest, as parametrized by what is precisely q [Eqs. (2.3)
and (2.4)] in our notation. Thus the suppression of the
bulk miscibility gap due to coherency strain is very simi-
lar to that due to epitaxial strain, and will coincide if the
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Molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) is frequently regarded
as a nonequilibrium or kinetically controlled process.
However, recent work suggests that provided the ac-
tual reactions occurring are known and characterized by
their thermodynamic variables, an equilibrium thermo-
dynamic analysis can account for observed growth rates
and other properties of epitaxial alloys. Seki and Kouki-
tu (SK) have recently given such an analysis of
molecular-beam epitaxy growth of bulk III-V pseudo-
binary alloys, neglecting the strain effects of coherent epi-
taxy we have considered above. They note that MBE
growth rates are roughly independent of beam tempera-
ture and limited by the incident flux of group-III atoms.
Because surface migration of adatoms and succeeding
chemical reactions are rapid on the scale of the group-
III-atom arrival rate, they note that chemical equihbrium
is established at the substrate surface and use a simplified
Hertz-Knudsen equation for the growth rate r, i.e.,
r = k (P;]']—P», ), where k is a constant and P]f] and P»,
are the applied and equilibrium partial pressures of the
group-III atom. The approach of SK consists of three
steps: (i) identifying the net effective chemical reactions
for incorporation of vapor-phase reactants into a solid-
phase alloy and characterizing each by a temperature-
dependent equilibrium constant; (ii) requiring that
group-III and- V atoms be incorporated at the same rate,
and (iii) finding the steady-state alloy composition corre-
sponding to a given set of growth parameters. In this
section we generalize their approach to include explicitly
the effects of epitaxial strain. We illustrate this approach
with a calculation for Al„In, „As, for which consider-
able experimental data exists.

The relevant reactions when As4 is used as the As
source according to SK are

Al[g]+ —,
' As2[g] ~A1As[s, alloy],

In[g]+ —,'Asz[g] ~lnAs[s, alloy],

As4[g] —+2Asz[g],

(7.1a)

(7.1b)

(7.1c)

where g indicates a gas-phase reactant and "s,aHoy" indi-
cates that the product is in the solid-phase alloy environ-

substrate orientation coincides with the direction along
which the alloy is elastically softest.

Bulk coherency strain and epitaxial strain differ in one
important respect. The former manifests itself only below
the (unmodified) bulk miscibility-gap temperature, while
the latter has effects for al1 temperatures below melting.
The theory of composition pinning given in Sec. VI A de-
pends explicitly on both the bulk and epitaxial spinodal
temperatures. To the extent that it did account quantita-
tiuely for measured values of Q(x, T) for temperatures
greater than the bulk miscibility gap (where LPE growth
is typically carried out) there is no need to invoke any
modifications of TMG due to coherency strain for
T ) TMG.

VII. EPITAXIAL EFFECTS IN MOLECULAR-
BKAM KPITAXY GROWTH

A. Thermodynamic description

ment. These equations may be rewritten in terms of equi-
librium constants and equilibrium partial pressures (in at-
mospheres) of the vapor-phase reactants as

0A]A ( x, T) /( P~]P A ~
) =KAl ( T)

a]„«(x,T)/'(P]„P~i ) =Ki„(T),

P p /PA, K«( T)

(7.2a)

(7.2b)

(7.2c)

where the a's are activities of the solid phase, discussed
further below. The equilibrium constants E depend only
on temperature, and are generally well represented in
the form K(T)=10"+'~ with T the temperature in K.
For the reaction (7.2c), for example, b =7.470 and
c = —13.30X10 .

Physical growth conditions are specified by the sub-
strate temperature T and the applied partial pressures
P'~ of the reactants. The unknowns of the problem are
the equilibrium partial pressures of the reactants (four
parameters, including As4) and the steady-state alloy
composition (a fifth parameter). Defining z =a&]«/
Kp,]P~], we filld P~] =a p,]«/ZK p,], P,„=a]„~,/ZK, „,
P« =z, and P~, =z /K«. Within the simplified mod-

el of SK the growth rate r of species a is given by
r =k (P'~ P) with —k a constant. A fourth equation

(4/KA )z +2z (+A]A /KA]+ I A /KI
—(Pf, —P~~ —P]]')=0 (7.3)

results from requiring that the total group-III (In+Al)
growth rate be the same as the total group-V (As) growth
rate. Experimentally As is introduced into the reaction
chamber as As~ at temperatures low enough that the di-

mer concentration is small, so that we assume the nomi-
nal applied As pressure is given by P~, =4P~, .

The solution of Eq. (7.3) depends on the alloy composi-
tion x and substrate temperature T through the activities
a~]«and a]„~,. The activity for species f3 is defined by

a&(x, T) =exp c]/dN& Q N AG, „(x,T)/ks T (7.4)

a]„«=exp[(AG;„—x d bG;„/dx) /ki] T] . (7.5b)

If b,G;„(x,T) is known the activities can be calculated
directly. For simplicity in describing pseudobinary iso-
valent semiconductor alloys (following SK) we take b,S;„
to be the random value —ks[x lnx+(1 —x)ln(l —x)]
and for the bulk alloy enthalpy of mixing we adopt the
regular solution model used to illustrate composition pin-
ning in Fig. 17, using a value of Qbk tabulated by String-

where N& is the number of moles of species P in the
alloy and EG;„=hH —TES;, is the alloy free
energy of mixing, with kz Boltzmann's constant. If
for Al„In& „As we define the composition as
x =N] j (N]+N2), then, using the identities d/dN
=e/aN. +(dx /dN. )a/ex, dx /dN, =(I x)/ (N, —
+Nz ), and dx /dN2 = —x l(N ] +Nz ) we find

a~]« =expI [AG;„+(1—x)d b G;, /d ]/xk TIs, (7.5a)
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rAIAs /rinAs —aAIPAI /a»P» =x /( 1 —x ) (7.7)
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TABLE VI. Equilibrium lattice parameter a,q {A) and cubic
elastic moduli C;J (GPa) used for elastic thermodynamic
description of MBE growth of Al„ In, „As. Interaction param-
eter 0=2.4964 kcal/mol. Data taken from Ref. 78.

A1As
InAs

aeq

5.6622
6.0584

120.2
86.5

57.0
48.5

C44

58.9
39.6

stituents are given in Table VI; the parameters of the
equilibrium constants for reactions Eqs. (7.2a) and (7.2b)
are given in the first two rows of Table VII. Figure 18(a)
shows the In incorporation coeKcient under bulk and ep-
itaxial conditions for two different vapor-phase composi-
tions x„,but with the same net group-III applied pres-
sure P;f', = 1 X 10 Torr and Pg =5 X 10 Torr. Over
this temperature range the Al incorporation coefticient,
as mentioned above, differs imperceptibly from 1. Figure
18(b) shows the bulk and epitaxial steady-state alloy com-
positions for a variety of x„values. In all cases at xzM
bulk and epitaxial curves coincide, but there are
significant modifications away from xLM. In Fig. 18(c)
we display composition pinning curves, obtained by plot-
ting the steady-state alloy composition x&k of the bulk al-

loy against that for the coherent epitaxial alloy x, . Un-
like the CVM results shown in Fig. 15, which are directly
relevant to experimental liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) re-
sults, the degree of composition pinning in MBE depends
on an external constraint, i.e., the vapor-phase composi-
tion x„. Increasing the total applied group-III pressure
while keeping x„,~ fixed (not shown) results in a rigid
shift of the curves in Figs. 18(a) and 18(b) to higher tem-
peratures. Our calculations (not shown) give an ordering
of composition pinning Q [ill] SQ[1'10](Q [001], as
expected from the orientation dependence of the epitaxial
elastic modulus q given in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4).

Not all experiments on the Al In, As epitaxial sys-
tem correspond to varying the substrate temperature for
fixed applied reactant partial pressures. Recent work by
Allovon et al. corresponds instead to fixing the sub-
strate temperature and scanning the applied partial pres-
sure of In. Here composition pinning appears in another
guise, in that ".. . indium incorporation adjusts itself
to compensate a small excess or shortage in the incident

In fiux, in order to ensure perfect lattice matching with
the substrate. "

1.0
( )

0.5—

Smoothed data
of Turco et al.

AlxlO1-xAS

I

03
O
V
C
O
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o 1.0
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O
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C. Comparison with experiment

The In incorporation coefficient a,„(T) has been mea-
sured for Al„In& As for a variety of applied pressures
and for two different substrates by Turco, Guillaume, and
Massies (also discussed by Mbaye et al. ). These au-
thors give the applied partial pressures of In and As4 for
InP and GaAs substrates and the nominal alloy composi-
tion at 500'C. At this temperature the alloy composition
satisfies x =x„, [see Fig. 18(b)], so that the applied Al
partial pressure may be deduced via Pg, = [x„, I
(1—x„, )]Pg. The applied pressures determined in this
way are given in Table VIII; we have taken PA~ =4P~",

TABLE VII. Constants b and c in equilibrium constants
log Io(K) =b +c /T(K. ) for solid-state incorporation reactions
relevant to MBE growth of Al„In, „As.

Compound

0.4—

0.2 — Predic
thermod

A1As'
InAs'
InAs"
InAs'

—11.46
—11.06
—13.79
—9.88

27.67 x 10'
21.17x 10'
21.05 X 10
21.17x 10'

0.0
500

I I

550 600 650
Substrate temperature ('C}

700

'From graphical fit to Fig. 7 of Ref. 77.
C. Chatillon, quoted in Ref. 26.

'b chosen to reproduce peak temperature for a»( T)—a»&( T) for
data sets II and III of Ref. 62.

FIG. 19. Comparison of elastic thermodynamic model pre-
dictions with measured values of In incorporation coefficient;
data sets I—III (after Ref. 78) are described in Table VIII.
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Set

I
II
III

[001]
substrate

InP

QaAs
QaAs

pap
In

0.16

0.16
0.08

PA1

0.148

0.373
0.187

pap =4pap
As As4

92
92
92

TABLE VIII. Experimental conditions for data sets I—III of
Turco, Guillaume, and Massies (Ref. 78). Partial pressures in
units of 10 Torr.

Once again the agreement is quite satisfactory given the
uncertainties in the input parameters of the calculation
and the sizable error bars of the experiment. The similar-
ity of epitaxial and bulk curves indicates that most
features of a&&

—a&» are determined by the differing
growth parameters rather than by coherent epitaxial
effects, however. Our quantitative results agree with ex-
periment at least as well as those of Ref. 62, without the
need for ad hoc adjustments of alloy parameters which
are a consequence of the incorrect cluster description
adopted there.

at the low temperatures where the As4 pressures were
measured. The corresponding experimental curves
a,„(T) are shown in Fig. 19(a).

The elastic thermodynamic description above is readily
applied to predict these curves. The values of b and c in
the simple expression log, o[IC ( T) ]=h +c /T(K) are given
in Table VII. The values determined from the figures of
Seki and Koukitu lead to what is essentially a rigid shift
to lower temperatures of the point where a,„(T) begins to
depart from one. Moreover, in comparing recent parame-
trizations ' of lr'&„ for InAs (Table VII) one notes a
large uncertainty in the value for b (corresponding to
variation in K,„by a factor of —550), which translates
into a large uncertainty in the temperature at which In
begins to desorb from InAs. To compare with the data of
Turco et al. we have thus selected a value of b (Table
VII) which reproduces the temperature at which the
curve a«(T) —a„,(T) (Fig. 20) is a maximum, corre-
sponding to a shift of 50'C with respect to that found us-

ing the SK value for b. This adjustment leaves the func-
tion value a„—a«, unchanged (to within 0.3% at its
maximum), suggesting this to be a reasonable procedure.
With this single adjustment, agreement between the
theoretical curves in Fig. 19(b) and the smoothed experi-
mental curves in Fig. 19(a) is quite satisfactory, although
the theoretical curves drop more quickly with tempera-
ture. In Fig. 20 we show the predictions for
a«(T) —a«t(T) for the epitaxial alloy and a bulk alloy
(with the coherency constraint completely lifted), togeth-
er with the smoothed experimental data (solid circles).

0.24 —
(T)

0 20 Al„t

0.16—
I-

0.12—
Smoot

0.08 - experim

0.04-

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The microscopic cluster-based framework described
above, together with a means for variationally determin-
ing cluster probabilities, permits detailed comparison of
bulk and epitaxial phase diagrams, excess thermodynam-
ic functions, and microscopic cluster properties on a con-
ceptually identical footing. Cluster-variation method
calculations were presented for two archetypal alloy
systems, Cu, Au„(a typical ordering alloy) and
GaAs Sbt (a typical phase-separating system). Under
epitaxial conditions there can be pronounced
modifications with respect to bulk of order-disorder tran-
sitions and regions of phase stability (for ordering sys-
tems), and enormous suppressions of miscibility-gap tem-
peratures with epitaxial stabilization of ordered com-
pounds (for typical phase-separating systems). A strain
energy functional theory was given which captures these
effects semiquantitatively without the need for CVM cal-
culations. The universal epitaxial phenomenon of com-
position pinning was characterized thermodynamically
and parametrized in terms of bulk and epitaxial spinodal
temperatures. These effects were all traced not to lattice
mismatch between an alloy and its substrate (since all ex-
ist even on substrates lattice matched to the alloy), but to
the microscopic mismatch between the alloy constituents.
Finally, a thermodynamic analysis of the molecular-beam
epitaxy growth of A

&
B„Csemiconductor alloys which

explicitly accounts for the effects of coherent epitaxy was
presented and compared with available experimental
data.

While the present theory accounts for a variety of ex-
perimentally observed effects, its principal shortcoming
stems from its fundamentally three-dimensional descrip-
tion of the nature and quantitative details of ordered epit-
axial compounds. Isovalent semiconductors AC and BC
are commonly observed to order into a CuPt-like ABC2
compound, a structure which under equilibrium three-
dimensional conditions should be the least likely to occur
(because of its high bulk or epitaxial formation enthalpy).
It seems likely that the presence of a free surface at which
actual epitaxial film growth occurs catalyzes this CuPt
ordering.

500 540 580 620 660
Substrate temperature ( C)

700
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APPENDIX: ELASTIC THEORY
OF CRITICAL THICKNESSES

Conventional treatments of critical thickness effects
assume that the misfit f=(a, —a, )/a, between a ma-
terial (of equilibrium lattice parameter a,q) grown as an
epitaxial film (fm) and a substrate (s) (of equilibrium lat-
tice parameter a, ) is accommodated by a combination of
uniform elastic strain e and a two-dimensional grid of
misfit dislocations lying in the substrate-film interface.
The strain energy per unit film area is resolved into a
dislocation contribution linear in e and an elastic contri-
bution quadratic in e. On minimizing with respect to e,
one finds that for film thicknesses h less than the critical
thickness

all of the misfit is accommodated elastically, i.e., a=f.
For h &h„a fraction

y= [1+in(h /b)]/[1+in(h, /b)]h, /h (A2)

is accommodated elastically, with the remainder taken u~
by misfit dislocations, of Burgers vector b =a, /&2.
Here G is an elastic modulus [see Eq. (2.14)] and
v=(1+C»/C, 2) ' is the Poisson ratio. The elastic en-
ergy per unit area is proportional to h, but so is the num-
ber of atoms in the film, so the energy per atom of the
uniformly strained film is a constant for h & h, . To con-
vert to energy per fcc site (used in the text) we multiply
the energy per unit area by a,q/4h, the area of the film

per fcc site to lowest order in distortions. This yields
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) of the text.
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